Follow the data!
Algorithms and systems for responsible data science
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NYC Algorithmic Transparency Law
Int. No. 1696-A: A Local Law in relation to automated
decision systems used by agencies
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1/11/2018

NYC Algorithmic Transparency Law
10/16/2017
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The original draft
8/16/2017

this is NOT what was adopted
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Summary of Int. No. 1696-A
1/11/2018
Form an automated decision systems (ADS) task force that surveys
current use of algorithms and data in City agencies and develops
procedures for:
•

requesting and receiving an explanation of an algorithmic decision
affecting an individual (3(b))

•

interrogating ADS for bias and discrimination against members of
legally-protected groups (3(c) and 3(d))

•

allowing the public to assess how ADS function and are used (3(e)),
and archiving ADS together with the data they use (3(f))

we’ve come a long way from the original draft!
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The ADS Task Force
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ADS example: urban homelessness
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•

Allocate interventions: services and support mechanisms

•

Recommend pathways through the system

•

Evaluate effectiveness of interventions, pathways, over-all system
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https://www.nytimes.com/2017/01/13/
nyregion/mayor-de-blasio-scrambles-tocurb-homelessness-after-years-of-notkeeping-pace.html
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https://www.nytimes.com/
2016/02/06/nyregion/youngand-homeless-in-new-yorkoverlooked-andunderserved.html
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Responsible data science
•

Be transparent and accountable

•

Achieve equitable resource distribution

•

Be cognizant of the rights and preferences of individuals

FAT/ML

fairness

diversity

transparency data protection

done?
by Moritz
but where does
theHardt
data come from?
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Responsible data science
•

Be transparent and accountable

•

Achieve equitable resource distribution

•

Be cognizant of the rights and preferences of individuals

FAT/ML

done?
but where does the data come from?
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Responsible data science
•

Be transparent and accountable

•

Achieve equitable resource distribution

•

Be cognizant of the rights and preferences of individuals

fairness

diversity

transparency data protection
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The data science lifecycle

sharing
annotation

analysis
validation
acquisition
curation

querying
ranking

responsible data science requires a holistic view
of the data lifecycle
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Revisiting the analytics step

finding: women are underrepresented in
some outcome groups (group fairness)

fix the model!

of course, but maybe… the input was generated with:
select * from R
where status = ‘unsheltered’
and length > 2 month

10% female
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Revisiting the analytics step

finding: women are underrepresented in
some outcome groups (group fairness)

fix the model!

of course, but maybe… the input was generated with:
select * from R
where status = ‘unsheltered’
and length > 1 month

40% female
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Revisiting the analytics step

finding: young people are recommended
fix the model!
pathways of lower effectiveness (high error rate)

of course, but maybe…
mental health info was missing for this population
go back to the data acquisition step, look for additional datasets
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Revisiting the analytics step

finding: minors are underrepresented in the input, compared to
their actual proportion in the population (insufficient data)

fix the model??

unlikely to help!

minors data was not shared
go back to the data sharing step, help data providers share their data
while adhering to laws and upholding the trust of the participants
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Fides: responsibility by design

[BIGDATA] Foundations of responsible data management 09/2017-
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Systems support for
responsible data science
Responsibility by design,
managed at all stages of the
lifecycle of data-intensive
applications
Applications: data science
for social good

responsible data science requires a holistic
view of the data lifecycle
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Collaborative access control
• Data owner specifies access control
annotations on the base relations
• The system automatically propagates
these annotations from base relations to
views

sue

alice

bob

• Based on fine-grained provenance
techniques - because we know the data
and the process!
…

• Implemented in a system, demonstrates friends of bob
that the overhead of access control is
modest!

…

• The environment: distributed datalog with
delegation

friends of alice

joint with Moffitt [Drexel], Abiteboul [INRIA], Miklau [UMass] - [SIGMOD 2015]
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Collaborative access control
[at sue] album@sue($ph, pete) :- photo@pete($ph),
tag@pete($ph, alice), tag@pete($ph, bob)

photo@pete tag@pete

photo@pete(fname)wildparty*

wildparty*

alice*

awww*

wildparty*

bob*

wildparty*

pete*

wildparty*

sue*

awww*

pete*

acl@pete(rel,-pset,-priv)photo* {alice,*bob,*pete,*sue}* READ*
tag*

album@sue

tag@pete(pic,-name)-

!

READ*

acl@sue(rel,-pset,-priv)album*
{sue}*
WRITE*
album+@sue(pic,-source,pset,priv)wildparty*

pete*

{alice,*bob,*pete,*sue}*

READ*

joint with Moffitt [Drexel], Abiteboul [INRIA], Miklau [UMass] - [SIGMOD 2015]
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A taste of experimental results: time
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A taste of experimental results: space
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DataSynthesizer: usable differential privacy

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

joint with Ping [Drexel] and Howe [UW] - [SSDBM 2017, D4GX 2017]
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DataSynthesizer
•

Easy to use: a CSV file as input, no schema description

•

Generates and releases synthetic datasets that are

•

•

-

privacy-preserving - differentially private

-

statistically similar to real data

There modes of operation
-

random type-consistent values

-

independent attributes - based on noisy histograms

-

correlated attributes - privately learn a Bayesian Network

Interesting translational research challenges: usability / important
standard assumptions of DP work don’t hold in practice

joint with Ping [Drexel] and Howe [UW] - [SSDBM 2017, D4GX 2017]
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But does it work?

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/synthesizer/

joint with Ping [Drexel] and Howe [UW] - [SSDBM 2017, D4GX 2017]
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MetroLab “Innovation of the Month”

http://www.govtech.com/security/University-Researchers-Use-Fake-Data-for-Social-Good.html
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Systems support for
responsible data science
Responsibility by design,
managed at all stages of the
lifecycle of data-intensive
applications
Applications: data science
for social good

[BIGDATA] Foundations of responsible data management, 09/201728

Job applicant selection
1
2
1
3
2
3
4
5
6

select 4
applicants

1
2
1
3
ranked

1
1
2
3

1
2
1
2

proportional

equal

Can state all these as constraints:
for each category i, pick Ki elements, with
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floori ≤ K i ≤ ceili

Hiring a job candidate
Goal: Hire a candidate with a high score

4

1

3

2

5

7

Candidates arrive one-by-one
A candidate’s score is revealed when the candidate arrives
Decision to accept or reject a candidate made on the spot
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The Secretary Problem
Goal: Design an algorithm for picking one element of a
randomly ordered sequence, to maximize the probability of
picking the maximum element of the entire sequence.

N =6

4

1

3

2

5

7

S = ⎢N ⎥ = 2
⎣ e⎦
T =4

Competitive ratio

1

e

the best possible!

Consider, and reject, the first S candidates
Record T, the best seen score among the first S candidates
Accept the next candidate with score better than T
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K-choice Secretary
[Babaioff et al., 2007]

Goal: Design an algorithm for picking K elements of a
randomly ordered sequence, to maximize their expected sum.

N =6 K =2

4

1

3

2

5

S = ⎢N ⎥ = 2
⎣ e⎦
T = {1, 4}

7

Competitive ratio

1

e

far from optimal

Consider, and reject, the first S candidates
Record K best scores among the first S candidates, call this T
Whenever a candidate arrives whose score is higher than the
minimum in T, accept the candidate and delete the minimum from T
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Diverse K-choice Secretary
Goal: Design an algorithm for picking K elements of a
randomly ordered sequence, to maximize their expected sum.
For each category i, pick Ki elements, with

floori ≤ K i ≤ ceili

6 4 1 8 2 3 1 2 9 5 7 5

N red = N blue = 6
K =3
1 ≤ K red , K blue ≤ 2

Accept floor items for each category from per-category
streams
slack = K − ( floor + floor )
red

Accept the remaining slack items irrespective of
category membership, but subject to ceil

joint with Yang [Drexel] and Jagadish [UMich] - [EDBT 2018]
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blue

Diverse K-choice Secretary
N red = N blue = 6
K = 3 1 ≤ K red , K blue ≤ 2

slack = 1
Sred = Sblue = 2 S = 4

6 4 1 8 2 3 1 2 5 9 7 5

Competitive ratio

1

e

far from optimal
joint with Yang [Drexel] and Jagadish [UMich] - [EDBT 2018]
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Per-category warm-up is crucial
Per-category warm-up period

Common warm-up period

synthetic data with categories A and B, score depends on category, lower for A

diversity by design
joint with Yang [Drexel] and Jagadish [UMich] - [EDBT 2018]
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Diversity is achievable
deferred list

with deferred list

Forbes US Richest: N=400, K=4 (27 female, 373 male)
diversity on gender: select 2 per gender
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Warm-up can be shorter

Forbes US Richest: N=400, K=4 (27 female, 373 male)
deferred list variant, diversity on gender: select 2 per gender
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Lack of diversity: harms and approaches

Like all technologies before it, artificial intelligence will reflect the values
of its creators. So inclusivity matters — from who designs it to who sits
on the company boards and which ethical perspectives are included.
Otherwise, we risk constructing machine intelligence that mirrors a
narrow and privileged vision of society, with its old, familiar biases
and stereotypes.

+ Fairness in ranked outputs,
joint with Yang [Drexel]
[FATML 2016] [SSDBM 2017]
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Systems support for
responsible data science
Responsibility by design,
managed at all stages of the
lifecycle of data-intensive
applications
Applications: data science
for social good

[BIGDATA] Foundations of responsible data management, 09/201739

http://demo.dataresponsibly.com/rankingfacts/nutrition_facts/

joint with Yang [Drexel], Howe [UW], Jagadish & Asudeh [UMich], Miklau [UMass] - [SIGMOD 2018]
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How do we make an impact?
•

An emerging community of research and practice:
-

FAT*: Conference on Fairness, Accountability and Transparency

• Getting the existing technical communities on board:
-

SIGMOD 2018 session, VLDB 2018 debate, EDBT 2016 tutorial, …

• Policy:
-

NYC algorithmic transparency law

-

ACM Code of Ethics, CPEDS

• “Translation”:
-

Let’s build tools! Data Synthesizer, Ranking Facts, ….

-

PhillyOpenData
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The goals of the seminar were to
assess the state of data analysis in
terms of fairness, transparency and
diversity, identify new research
challenges, and derive an agenda
for computer science research and
education efforts in responsible data
analysis and use.
An important goal of the seminar was
to identify opportunities for highimpact contributions to this
important emergent area
specifically from the data
management community.
http://drops.dagstuhl.de/opus/volltexte/2016/6764/pdf/dagrep_v006_i007_p042_s16291.pdf
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Dagstuhl Manifestos 7(1): 1-29 (2018)
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Responsible data science
•

Be transparent and accountable

•

Achieve equitable resource distribution

•

Be cognizant of the rights and preferences of individuals

fairness

diversity

transparency data protection
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DB+COMSOC: databases meet computational
social choice

[NSF III + BSF] DBCOMSOC, 2018-
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Elections and winners
!
R
SE

scoring rules:
plurality, veto,
2-approval…

TEA

candidates
voters

3

2

1
1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

Does Trump win in
every completion?

Who are the
possible winners?

1
1
0
0
joint with Kimelfeld [Technion] and Kolaitis [UC Santa Cruz] [IJCAI 2018]
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Context makes a difference!
!
R
SE

scoring rules:
plurality, veto,
2-approval…

TEA

candidates
voters
Is it possible that the
first spouse will be
US-born?

Is every winner
pro-choice?
Candidates

Does Trump win in
every completion?

cand

party

spouse born

pro-choice

Clinton

D

USA

yes

Trump

R

Slovenia

no

Rubio

R

USA

no

Sander
s

D

USA

yes

Who are the
possible winners?

joint with Kimelfeld [Technion] and Kolaitis [UC Santa Cruz] [IJCAI 2018]
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Thank you!

